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A Point of View: The strangely enduring power of kitsch 

Modern art was born from a desire to destroy kitsch, but time and again it is drawn back to its 

lure, says Roger Scruton. 

In the early years of the 20th Century, the arts entered a period of revolution. Enough of the escapism, the 

modernists said. Art must show modern life as it is. Only in that way can it offer real consolation. 

Ornament is crime, declared the architect Adolf Loos, and all those baroque facades that line the streets of 

Vienna, encrusted with meaningless knobs and curlicues, are so many denials of the world in which we 

live. They tell us that beauty belongs in a vanished past. In the face of this message, Loos set out to 

discover a purer beauty – beauty that belongs to modern life and also endorses it. 

Loos's contemporary Arnold Schoenberg rebelled against the late romantic music of which he was such a 

master, saying that tonal music had become banal, and that writing in the old way led to musical clichés. 

Schoenberg proceeded to reinvent the language of music, hoping to recover the purity and precision of 

Mozart or Bach. Eliot and Pound rebelled against the fairy-tale poetry of Housman and Walter De La 

Mare. The task of the poet, they insisted, was not to provide nostalgic dreams but to wake us up to reality. 

True poetry shows things as they are, and the poet's frame of reference must be rebuilt in order to make 

this possible. The result will not be easy to understand. But, unlike the escapist poetry of the Victorians, it 

will be worth understanding.  

In the attacks on the old ways of doing things, one word in particular came into currency. That word was 

"kitsch". Once introduced, the word stuck. Whatever you do, it mustn't be kitsch. This became the first 

precept of the modernist artist in every medium. In a famous essay published in 1939, the American critic 

Clement Greenberg told his readers that there are only two possibilities available to the artist now. Either 

you belong to the avant-garde, challenging the old ways of figurative painting, or you produce kitsch. 

And the fear of kitsch is one reason for the compulsory offensiveness of so much art produced today. It 

doesn't matter that your work is obscene, shocking, disturbing – as long as it isn't kitsch.  

Nobody quite knows where the word "kitsch" came from, though it was current in Germany and Austria 

at the end of the 19th Century. Nobody knows quite how to define the word either. But we all recognize 

kitsch when we come across it. The Barbie doll, Walt Disney's Bambi, Santa Claus in the supermarket, 

Bing Crosby singing White Christmas, pictures of poodles with ribbons in their hair. At Christmas we are 

surrounded by kitsch – worn out clichés, which have lost their innocence without achieving wisdom. 

Children who believe in Santa Claus invest real emotions in a fiction. We who have ceased to believe 

have only fake emotions to offer. But the faking is pleasant. It feels good to pretend, and when we all join 

in, it is almost as though we were not pretending at all.  

Some theories about the origin of "kitsch"  

It's agreed the word emerged in the art markets of Munich in the 1860s and 1870s, describing cheap, 

popular and marketable pictures and sketches, but there are several ideas about how it was derived. 

Among the theories:  

 From the dialect German word kitschen – to smear 

 From the German verb verkitschen – to cheapen 

 A mispronunciation of the English word sketch, or an inversion of the French chic –fashionable 

The Czech novelist Milan Kundera made a famous observation. "Kitsch," he wrote, "causes two tears to 

flow in quick succession. The first tear says: How nice to see children running on the grass! The second 
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tear says: How nice to be moved, together with all mankind, by children running on the grass!" Kitsch, in 

other words, is not about the thing observed but about the observer. It does not invite you to feel moved 

by the doll you are dressing so tenderly, but by yourself dressing the doll. All sentimentality is like this – 

it redirects emotion from the object to the subject, so as to create a fantasy of emotion without the real 

cost of feeling it. The kitsch object encourages you to think, "Look at me feeling this – how nice I am and 

how lovable." That is why Oscar Wilde, referring to one of Dickens's most sickly death-scenes, said that 

"a man must have a heart of stone not to laugh at the death of Little Nell."  

And that, briefly, is why the modernists had such a horror of kitsch. Art, they believed, had, during the 

course of the 19th Century, lost the ability to distinguish precise and real emotion from its vague and self-

satisfied substitute. In figurative painting, in tonal music, in the cliché-ridden poems of heroic love and 

mythic glory, we find the same disease – the artist is not exploring the human heart but creating a puffed-

up substitute, and then putting it on sale. 

Of course, you can use the old styles, but you cannot seriously mean them. And if you use them 

nevertheless, the result will be kitsch – standard, cut-price goods, produced without effort and consumed 

without thought. Figurative painting becomes the stuff of Christmas cards, music becomes spineless and 

sentimental, and literature collapses into cliché. Kitsch is fake art, expressing fake emotions, whose 

purpose is to deceive the consumer into thinking he feels something deep and serious, when in fact he 

feels nothing at all.  

However, to avoid kitsch is not so easy as it looks. You could try being outrageously avant-garde, doing 

something that no one would have thought of doing and calling it art – perhaps trampling on some 

cherished ideal or religious feeling. But as I argued last week, this way also leads to fakes – fake 

originality, fake significance, and a new kind of cliché, as in so much Young British Art. You can pose as 

a modernist, but that won't necessarily lead you to achieve what Eliot, Schoenberg or Matisse achieved, 

which is to touch the modern heart in its deepest regions. Modernism is difficult. It requires competence 

in an artistic tradition, and the art of departing from tradition in order to say something new. 

This is one reason for the emergence of a wholly new artistic enterprise, which I call "pre-emptive 

kitsch". Modernist severity is both difficult and unpopular, so artists began not to shun kitsch but to 

embrace it, in the manner of Andy Warhol, Allen Jones and Jeff Koons. The worst thing is to be 

unwittingly guilty of producing kitsch. Far better to produce kitsch deliberately, for then it is not kitsch at 

all but a kind of sophisticated parody. Pre-emptive kitsch sets quotation marks around actual kitsch, and 

hopes thereby to save its artistic credentials. Take a porcelain statue of Michael Jackson cuddling his pet 

chimpanzee Bubbles, add cheesy colours and a layer of varnish. Set the figures up in the posture of a 

Madonna and child, endow them with soppy expressions as though challenging the spectator to vomit, 

and the result is so kitsch that it cannot possibly be kitsch. Jeff Koons must mean something else, we 

think, something deep and serious that we have missed. Perhaps this work of art is really a comment on 

kitsch, so that by being explicitly kitsch it becomes meta-kitsch, so to speak.  

Or take Allen Jones, whose art, currently on display at the Royal Academy, consists of female lookalikes 

contorted into furniture, dolls with their sexual parts made explicit by underwear, vulgar and childishly 

nasty visions of the human female, the whole as frothy with fake sentiment as any simpering fashion 

model. Again the result is such obvious kitsch that it cannot be kitsch. The artist must be telling us 

something about ourselves – about our desires and lusts – and forcing us to confront the fact that we like 

kitsch, while he pours scorn on kitsch by laying it on with a trowel. In place of our imagined ideals in 

gilded frames, he offers real junk in quotation marks. 

Pre-emptive kitsch is the first link in a chain. The artist pretends to take himself seriously; the critics 

pretend to judge his product, and the modernist establishment pretends to promote it. At the end of all this 

pretence, someone who cannot perceive the difference between the real thing and the fake decides that he 

should buy it. Only at this point does the chain of pretence come to an end, and the real value of this kind 

of art reveals itself – namely its money value. Even at this point, however, the pretence is important. The 

purchaser must still believe that what he buys is real art, and therefore intrinsically valuable, a bargain at 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-30343083
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any price. Otherwise the price would reflect the obvious fact that anybody – even the purchaser – could 

have faked such a product. The essence of fakes is that they are not really themselves, but substitutes for 

themselves. Like objects seen in parallel mirrors they repeat themselves ad infinitum, and at each 

repetition the price goes up a notch, to the point where a balloon dog by Jeff Koons, which every child 

could conceive and some could even manufacture, fetches the highest price ever paid for a work by a 

living artist – except, of course, that he isn't one. 

So what, then, is the real thing? How do we tell the real work of art and the fake apart, and why does it 

matter? This will be my topic for next week. 

 

http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-30439633 
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A Point of View: Why are our obsessions never the things we're best at? 

The English love football, but it doesn't love them back, says Adam Gopnik. Why are our 

obsessions never the things we're best at? 

I am back in London, a city I love – love more, I think sometimes, than the people who live in it do these 

days – and where I've lived at times in my life, and where my football club, Chelsea, now reigns. When I 

first supported Chelsea, back in 1973, the side was made up of pale-faced Englishmen and ruddy-faced 

Scots. They all wore tiny, tight shorts and had that strange shaggy, discouraging 70s hair – mullets, they 

were called. You only had to watch them, on a smoky Saturday morning, to tell at once that they had been 

raised to a peak of fitness on diets of beer, bad whiskey and boiled potatoes, each provided with extra 

pace by a pack-a-day cigarette habit. They were thrilling until, loaned to their national sides, they played 

other countries, and you found that they weren't, really. It didn't seem to matter.  

Now Chelsea is owned by a billionaire from Russia and made up of several millionaires from Spain and 

West Africa, with a couple of Englishmen left over to cower on the sidelines, wearing fake suntans and 

curly black wigs and hoping to be taken for Brazilians. This strikes me as a completely positive change, 

making them much more exciting to watch – but some of the local flavour is gone, including the peculiar 

local flavour of not being very good.  

My enthusiasm means that I end up talking to my London friends a lot about football, and I am struck to 

find them still just a bit aggrieved about England's failure in this past summer's World Cup, even though 

it was indistinguishable from England's failures at the previous twelve World Cups. The reason for this is 

apparent to me, at least, and I have shared it with my English friends, though for some reason they seem 

reluctant to embrace it.  

It is simple. The English lose at football games because they are not good at playing football. They think 

they are because they are very good at watching football. That's a skill unto itself. When I follow the 

Guardian live football blogs, the jokes are terrific – far better than they ever are in the parallel French 

football blogs. But England loses all the same. Simon Gray, in one of his wonderful diaries, describes 

observing the poet and editor Ian Hamilton's passionate, self-annihilating habits of watching Spurs. A 

Parisian playwright and a Parisian editor would never do that together – none of them, or very few, live 

and die with Paris Saint Germain. The English football lovers convince themselves that their passion for 

football is so intense that it must express itself on the pitch. It doesn't. The intensity of their attachment to 

watching makes them naturally assume that their fellow-countrymen are equally good at playing. They 

aren't. But the illusion persists. It will rise again in four years.  

This is, I think, a general principle. I am on my way shortly to my previous hometown of Paris. Now, 

nothing is truer than that the French love writers and admire literature. To be a writer in France is to be 

blessed with a reverence that no British or American writer can ever hope to attain except in France. Yet, 

let us be honest, you probably have not actually read a novel by a working French novelist in a long time 

– though you may well have read in college an obscure bit of French theory about books by a French 

book theorist. The French talk spellbindingly about great literature more often than they actually make it.  

The French, right now, are not very good at writing books. But they are matchlessly good at being 

literary. This is why, as happened just this week, they keep winning the Nobel Prize in Literature even 

though the writers who win it are the authors of extremely – and, it must be said, often deservedly – 

obscure books. The last French Nobel laureate, for instance, was an exceptionally tall man, who spoke six 

languages, and looked like a cross between Henry Fonda and Max Von Sydow. I was delegated to 

interview him for PEN, the writers’ organisation, when he came to New York and I barely came up to his 

shoe tops. In my best double breasted suit, I looked like a ring boy at a wedding. He was eloquent, gently 

humorous, and truly planetary in consciousness. I would have voted for him in a second as President of 

World Literature – despite the truth that I was then and still am struggling to finish any of his novels, 
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which tend to have all the excitement of the narration of a UNESCO documentary. I am still not sure how 

good a writer he is. But I know that he was a great literary figure, and that is, after all, one of the things 

the Nobel Prize is there to reward.  

Call this The Constructive Fallacy Of The Secondary Activity – or perhaps, The Delusion of Mastery 

Through Proximity. The very worst case of this is one I know at home. No one talks more about 

democracy, republicanism, self-government and liberty than Americans. But in truth Americans have no 

special skill at self-government – they are only good at dramatising their struggle for it. In many respects, 

the United States is the least democratic of the big democratic countries. The entire Constitution, 

fetishised by Americans to a religious degree, is designed to keep the country from ever actually 

becoming a representative democracy.  

The Senate, in which tiny rural states are given as much power as the large metropolitan ones – so that 

Wyoming has as much weight as California – is a permanent barrier against the majority of Americans 

ever having their interests fully represented. The system is absurdly tipped against cities, by design, and 

remains wildly unrepresentative, which is one reason why we have some of the richest farmers, and some 

of the worst inter-city train travel, in the developed world. The presidency is the site of the most 

passionate and expensive electoral contests in the world – but then turns out to be an office of almost 

absurdly limited powers, except in wartime, which may be the simplest explanation of why American 

presidents so often start wars.  

Americans are not very good at practising democracy, but we are very good at advertising democratic 

ideas, which makes us also imagine, God help us, that we are good at spreading democracy, with the 

results we know. What Americans are uniquely good at is the rhetoric of republican virtue. British people 

mostly mumble with embarrassment when you praise their parliamentary traditions – well, the British 

men I know best mostly mumble in embarrassment if you praise their anything – but they do have the 

Indian parliament to point to with post-colonial pride.  

One could persist in this line of inquiry. English people, for instance, wrote so many sex farces for so 

long in response to the absence of sex in English life – essentially the same reason, in reverse, that 

explains why there is so little good literary food writing in France. Our natural gifts are never the subject 

of our obsessions. No one obsesses over what they do best. Obsession is the subject of what we long for 

most.  

There seems, in other words, to be many kinds of talent at large in the world. Among them is a natural 

talent for doing things. Another, a talent for dramatising things that we do only with great difficulty. 

There is a natural talent for performance, of the kind given to the Maradonas and Messis, and there is an 

acquired talent for the self-conscious presentation of what the talented perform naturally. This need not be 

a small thing! The self-dramatising, presentational talent, though it includes lowlifes and small fry like 

critics and weekly radio commentators, also includes fully equal kinds. Being a great conductor, a 

Bernstein or a Klemperer, seems no less a talent than being a great composer. The composer makes the 

music, but it takes the conductor to dramatise it properly.  

People always tell you that the path to glory lies through doing what you do best and love most. But for 

the rest of us, there may be another kind of wisdom. The secret is not to find the thing you do best and 

then do it more. It may be to find the thing you like most but do least well, and then do something that is 

almost like it. From this secondary, self-dramatising activity, you may still make a primary life. You may 

lose at the World Cup, and yet see your books on football conquer the world. You may write poorly, but 

represent literature well. Like the Hobbit Bilbo accompanying the dwarves, knowing full well in his heart 

that he is no burglar, but going on into the dark mountain as if he were, we all make our lives from our 

longings more often than from our natural talents. But then the longing becomes another kind of talent, 

and suddenly, there! The dragon is dead.  

http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-29657506 
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"All-natural" labels on food are meaningless. Let's get rid of them. 

 

Stroll down the aisle of a grocery store and you're bound to see all sorts of bizarre foods labeled as 

"natural" or "all-natural." There are "natural" Cheetos and "natural" cookies. There are "all-natural" fruit 

drinks that contain high-fructose corn syrup. These "natural" labels are basically meaningless — there are 

very few rules for how they're used and companies will slap them on all sorts of things. And yet a lot of 

shoppers seem to take the label seriously, assuming it means the food is somehow better for you or 

healthier. Back in June, a Consumer Reports survey found that 59 percent of those polled check for a 

"natural" label when shopping for food. As Grist's Nathanael Johnson lamented, "When will the vague 

'natural' food label die?" 

 

It's worth expanding on this point. There aren't really any clear definitions for what counts as "natural" 

food, which is one reason why you see it pop up in so many odd places. But that's partly because the word 

itself is inapt — very little about modern agriculture is "natural," and it's just not a good way of assessing 

the health or sustainability of our food system. 

 

There's no clear definition for "natural" food 

The Food and Drug Administration has no official definition of "natural food" — in part, they say, 

because a great many foods in the grocery store have usually been processed or altered in some way and 

so it's difficult to draw a clear line. Back in 1991, the FDA actually tried to come up with a more precise 

standard. But after two years of trying, the agency gave up. "It's too complex," one FDA official lamented 

in 2008. (By the way, this is in contrast to the term "organic," a term that is more precisely defined and 

regulated by the US Department of Agriculture.) 

 

By and large, the FDA doesn't regulate most uses of "natural" labels, though it will occasionally send 

warning letters — if, say, a product is labeled "all-natural" but contains citric acid or calcium chloride or 

potassium sorbate. (Though, as one investigation by the Center for Science in the Public Interest found, 

those warning letters often go ignored by food companies.) Things are a little different with fresh meat, 

which is regulated by the US Department of Agriculture. There, "natural" is defined as meaning the meat 

contains no artificial ingredients and is minimally processed. But even here, some artificial additives are 

allowed (such as chicken flavored with a salt broth). And meat from animals raised on antibiotics or 

hormones can still be called "natural." 

 

Consumer groups have often complained that the lack of a clear definition means that lots of odd things 

get misleadingly labeled "all-natural" or "100% natural" even when they include chemical ingredients. 

The Center for Science in the Public Interest has a long list of oddities over the years, including a Hunt's 

"100% Natural" tomato sauce that contained citric acid or a Minute Maid "All-Natural" cranberry cocktail 

that contained high-fructose corn syrup. That group called for stricter definitions and regulations on the 

practice, arguing that the label misleads consumers. But even that's not as easy as it sounds. A more 

precise definition would still be fairly misleading — in part because the word "natural" isn't a very helpful 

way to think about food. 

 

Our food system isn't "natural" to begin with 

At the heart of the whole labeling controversy is the widespread belief that "anything natural is good, and 

anything unnatural is bad," as Cambridge geneticist Ottoline Leyser put it. In a 2014 essay in PLOS 

Biology, Leyser argued that it's time to kill this mistaken idea once and for all. Basically everything in 

modern agriculture is unnatural. "The cereal crops we eat bear little resemblance to their naturally 

selected ancestors, and the environments in which we grow them are equally highly manipulated and 

engineered by us," she writes. "We have, over the last 10,000 years, bred out of our main food plants all 

kinds of survival strategies that natural selection put in." 

 

There's more along these lines. "Agriculture is the invention of humans," she adds. "It is the deliberate 

manipulation of plants (and animals) and the environment in which they grow to provide food for us. The 

imperative is not that we should stop interfering with Nature, but that we should interfere in the best way 
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possible to provide a reliable, sustainable, equitable supply of nutritious food." In her essay, Leyser is 

making a specific point about genetically modified foods — she argues that the line between crops whose 

genes have been altered through conventional breeding and crops whose genes have been altered through 

more modern techniques isn't as significant as many people make it out to be. Yes, there are all sorts of 

issues and debates around GM foods, but the fact that it's somehow "unnatural" doesn't tell us all that 

much.  

 

That point could be applied more broadly. There are plenty of real issues and questions around food. Can 

we produce enough food to feed a growing population without ravaging our environment? Are we using 

too many antibiotics in our farms and accelerating the spread of antibiotic-resistant bacteria? Should we 

eat more healthily? Is our food system safe? But labeling foods "natural" or "unnatural" sheds basically 

no light on any of these questions. It's a goofy marketing term that says nothing. 

 

http://www.vox.com/2014/6/23/5827850/those-all-natural-labels-on-food-are-totally-meaningless 
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Generation Lonely: Britain's young people have never been less connected 

 
Loneliness is generally associated with older people, but new data suggests 18–24 year olds are the 

loneliest generation of all. Radhika Sanghani explores why.  

 

Everyone told me university was going to be THE BEST TIME OF MY LIFE. They shouted it in capital 

letters, backed it up with their personal experiences, and repeated it so many times that I couldn’t help but 

take it as fact. But when I got there at 18, I realised that something was seriously wrong.  Because my 

experience was not the 'best ever' – it was passable at best. Sure I had some great nights out and met some 

amazing people, but I had just as many horrendous nights where my quickly-changing social circles 

crashed all around me.  

This was bad. From the look of Facebook, everyone else was fulfilling the promise of having the time of 

their lives. They had perfect sets of friends while I was still trying to figure out who I actually enjoyed 

spending time with. They were doing uni properly; I was not. It all meant that I wasn’t particularly happy 

– I was actually quite lonely. Even though I was rarely alone, I didn’t have anyone to really talk to and 

connect with. Even worse, I felt like I was the only one having those feelings. Months later, I realised that 

wasn’t the case. I finally admitted how I’d felt to my friends (yes, I eventually made some) and found that 

they’d all felt the same way – they were just too embarrassed to tell me.  

That’s when it hit me. We under-30s are expected to be the happiest generation around, partying and 

revelling in our lack of responsibilities – but we’re not. Forget Generation Party, we’re more like 

Generation Lonely.  

Studies back this up. A recent AXA PPP poll found that 18–24 year olds are four times as likely to feel 

lonely “most of the time” as those aged over 70. It follows a summer ONS report that found Britain is the 

loneliness capital of Europe. Back slaps all round. We tend to associate loneliness with elderly people – 

still a massive issue, but we forget that young people get lonesome too.  

Sam Challis, information manager for mental health charity Mind, tells me this is dangerous: “Loneliness 

and a lack of friendships can contribute to mental health problems, such as anxiety and depression, so 

taking up opportunities to share worries and problems with people who have similar experiences can be 

invaluable. In an age dominated by social media and with ever greater pressures on time, face to face 

contact with people who can provide meaningful and supportive relationships has never been more 

important.”  

It’s true – social media can make loneliness even worse. Watching people’s filtered lives on Instagram 

and Facebook can leave you with FOMO (fear of missing out) or even MOMO (mystery of missing out), 

where someone’s social media radio silence can leave you stressing out that they’re having more fun than 

you. But that isn’t the root cause of loneliness. When I was sitting in my uni halls feeling lonely, it wasn’t 

just because people were posting fancy-dress photos on Facebook; it was because everything was 

changing. I’d left the safe bubble of my school to live with a bunch of strangers I was expected to start 

flat-hunting with after one term.  

Catherine Sweet, of young people’s charity Get Connected, says this is typical. The charity’s phone line 

receives a huge amount of calls from students feeling lonely and depressed at uni, mainly because it is a 

big turning point in people’s lives. “It’s a point of transition,” she explains. “Particularly if you’re going 

through the education system or you haven’t got a stable family life. It’s such a broad issue but I think it’s 

a hard place to navigate through when you’re dealing with home pressure, education pressure and 

potentially work pressure. For 18–24 year olds particularly it’s a very difficult landscape to navigate 

through in a modern world.” She thinks it’s getting worse too, especially with the recession, a rise in rent 

prices and a lack of jobs, “The sheer numbers of calls we get show this. We’re getting lonelier than ever.”  

Laura, a 23-year-old friend, who lives with her boyfriend and works full-time in marketing, tells me she’s 

struggling with these feelings right now. “I guess I just feel alone. All my money goes on rent, so I can’t 

go out that much and I end up just hanging out at home with my boyfriend. I don’t want to moan to 

http://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/content/assets/PDF/publications/the_lonely_society_report.pdf
http://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/content/assets/PDF/publications/the_lonely_society_report.pdf
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/wellbeing/10909524/Britain-the-loneliness-capital-of-Europe.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/wellbeing/10909524/Britain-the-loneliness-capital-of-Europe.html
http://www.mind.org.uk/?gclid=CISciZCx3sICFeKWtAodfjEAEQ
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/10061863/FoMo-Do-you-have-a-Fear-of-Missing-Out.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/10971803/Forget-FoMo.-Now-were-all-hooked-on-MoMo-the-Mystery-of-Missing-Out.html
http://www.getconnected.org.uk/
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friends about it, but it means I don’t really have anyone to talk to either. I’m working so hard because I 

really don’t want to lose my job, and I barely have any time to do anything. I’m not even going out for 

New Year’s Eve. If I’m honest, I’m probably pushing myself away from people too, but it’s because 

they’re having fun and I don’t want to be a downer.”  

Laura isn't the only one who acts like that – members of Generation Lonely typically don't like discussing 

loneliness with anyone else. Instead they keep it to themselves, assuming that Instagram is telling the 

truth and everyone is living the perfect life that’s somehow still eluding them. Saying otherwise becomes 

“embarrassing”. Sweet agrees: “It can be hard when you’re expected to be happy all the time. Personally I 

think it’s about perception and trying to keep a face on for other people.”  

This is the problem. Young people are a prime target for loneliness, what with the changes in their lives 

and the external societal changes making millennial life harder than ever. But there’s still that unspoken 

expectation that we millennials are meant to be having “the best time ever”, and so anyone who feels 

lonely is pressured into keeping it hidden, and then has to deal with a sense of failure as well as crushing 

loneliness.  

Having FOMO isn’t so bad – what’s really hard is the feeling that you’re not doing 20-something life 

right, that you’re failing at it. But when so many of us are going through the exact same feelings, perhaps 

it’s time we finally laid this stigma to bed. And while we’re at it, can we please stop pretending that our 

twenties are meant to be the greatest years of our lives? Because most of the time they're not permanently 

fantastic, or permanently rubbish either – they’re both, just like any other decade. 

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/11312075/Generation-Lonely-Britains-young-people-

have-never-been-less-connected.html 
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Teacher spends two days as a student and is shocked at what she learns 

 

Do teachers really know what students go through? To find out, one teacher followed two students for 

two days and was amazed at what she found. 

 

I have made a terrible mistake. I waited 14 years to do something that I should have done my first year of 

teaching: shadow a student for a day. It was so eye-opening that I wish I could go back to every class of 

students I ever had right now and change a minimum of ten things – the layout, the lesson plan, the 

checks for understanding. Most of it! 

 

This is the first year I am working in a school but not teaching my own classes; I am the High School 

Learning Coach, a new position for the school this year. My job is to work with teachers and 

administrators to improve student learning outcomes. As part of getting my feet wet, my principal 

suggested I “be” a student for two days: I was to shadow and complete all the work of a 10th-grade 

student on one day and to do the same for a 12th-grade student on another day. My task was to do 

everything the student was supposed to do: if there was a lecture or notes on the board, I copied them as 

fast I could into my notebook. If there was a Chemistry lab, I did it with my host student. If there was a 

test, I took it (I passed the Spanish one, but I am certain I failed the business one). 

 

 

My class schedules for the day 

(Note: we have a block schedule; not all classes meet each day): 

 

 

The schedule that day for the 10th-grade student: 

7:45–9:15: Geometry 

9:30–10:55: Spanish II 

10:55–11:40: Lunch 

11:45–1:10: World History 

1:25–2:45: Integrated Science 

 

 

The schedule that day for the 12th-grade student: 

7:45–9:15: Math 

9:30–10:55: Chemistry 

10:55–11:40: Lunch 

11:45–1:10: English 

1:25–2:45: Business 

 

Key Takeaway #1 
 

Students sit all day, and sitting is exhausting. 

I could not believe how tired I was after the first day. I literally sat down the entire day, except for 

walking to and from classes. We forget as teachers, because we are on our feet a lot – in front of the 

board, pacing as we speak, circling around the room to check on student work, sitting, standing, kneeling 

down to chat with a student as she works through a difficult problem…we move a lot. 

But students move almost never. And never is exhausting. In every class for four long blocks, the 

expectation was for us to come in, take our seats, and sit down for the duration of the time. By the end of 

the day, I could not stop yawning and I was desperate to move or stretch. I couldn’t believe how alert my 

host student was, because it took a lot of conscious effort for me not to get up and start doing jumping 

jacks in the middle of Science just to keep my mind and body from slipping into oblivion after so many 

hours of sitting passively. I was drained, and not in a good, long, productive-day kind of way. No, it was 

that icky, lethargic tired feeling. I had planned to go back to my office and jot down some initial notes on 

the day, but I was so drained I couldn’t do anything that involved mental effort (so instead I watched TV) 

and I was in bed by 8:30. 
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If I could go back and change my classes now, I would immediately change the following three things: 

 mandatory stretch halfway through the class 

 put a Nerf basketball hoop on the back of my door and encourage kids to play in the first and final 

minutes of class 

 build in a hands-on, move-around activity into every single class day. Yes, we would sacrifice 

some content to do this – that’s fine. I was so tired by the end of the day, I wasn’t absorbing most 

of the content, so I am not sure my previous method of making kids sit through hour-long, sit-

down discussions of the texts was all that effective. 

 

Key Takeaway #2 
 

High school students are sitting passively and listening during approximately 90 percent of their classes. 

Obviously I was only shadowing for two days, but in follow-up interviews with both of my host students, 

they assured me that the classes I experienced were fairly typical. In eight periods of high school classes, 

my host students rarely spoke. Sometimes it was because the teacher was lecturing; sometimes it was 

because another student was presenting; sometimes it was because another student was called to the board 

to solve a difficult equation; and sometimes it was because the period was spent taking a test. So, I don’t 

mean to imply critically that only the teachers droned on while students just sat and took notes. But still, 

hand in hand with takeaway #1 is this idea that most of the students’ day was spent passively absorbing 

information. It was not just the sitting that was draining but that so much of the day was spent absorbing 

information but not often grappling with it. I asked my tenth-grade host, Cindy, if she felt like she made 

important contributions to class or if, when she was absent, the class missed out on the benefit of her 

knowledge or contributions, and she laughed and said no. 

 

I was struck by this takeaway in particular because it made me realize how little autonomy students have, 

how little of their learning they are directing or choosing. I felt especially bad about opportunities I had 

missed in the past in this regard. 

 

If I could go back and change my classes now, I would immediately: 

 

 Offer brief, blitzkrieg-like mini-lessons with engaging, assessment-for-learning-type activities 

following directly on their heels (e.g. a ten-minute lecture on Whitman’s life and poetry, followed 

by small-group work in which teams scour new poems of his for the very themes and notions 

expressed in the lecture, and then share out or perform some of them to the whole group while 

everyone takes notes on the findings.) 

 Set an egg timer every time I get up to talk and all eyes are on me. When the timer goes off, I am 

done. End of story. I can go on and on. I love to hear myself talk. I often cannot shut up. This is 

not really conducive to my students’ learning, however much I might enjoy it. 

 Ask every class to start with students’ Essential Questions or just general questions born of 

confusion from the previous night’s reading or the previous class’s discussion. I would ask them 

to come in to class and write them all on the board, and then, as a group, ask them to choose 

which one we start with and which ones need to be addressed. This is my biggest regret right now 

– not starting every class this way. I am imagining all the misunderstandings, the engagement, the 

enthusiasm, the collaborative skills, and the autonomy we missed out on because I didn’t begin 

every class with fifteen or twenty minutes of this. 

 

Key takeaway #3 
 

You feel a little bit like a nuisance all day long. 

I lost count of how many times we were told to be quiet and pay attention. It’s normal to do so – teachers 

have a set amount of time and we need to use it wisely. But in shadowing, throughout the day, you start to 

feel sorry for the students who are told over and over again to pay attention because you understand part 

of what they are reacting to is sitting and listening all day. It’s really hard to do, and not something we 
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ask adults to do day in and out. Think back to a multi-day conference or long PD day you had and 

remember that feeling by the end of the day – that need to just disconnect, break free, go for a run, chat 

with a friend, or surf the web and catch up on emails. That is how students often feel in our classes, not 

because we are boring per se but because they have been sitting and listening most of the day already. 

They have had enough. 

 

In addition, there was a good deal of sarcasm and snark directed at students and I recognized, 

uncomfortably, how much I myself have engaged in this kind of communication. I would become near 

apoplectic last year whenever a very challenging class of mine would take a test, and without fail, several 

students in a row would ask the same question about the test. Each time I would stop the class and 

address it so everyone could hear it. Nevertheless, a few minutes later a student who had clearly been 

working his way through the test and not attentive to my announcement would ask the same question 

again. A few students would laugh along as I made a big show of rolling my eyes and drily stating, “OK, 

once again, let me explain…” Of course it feels ridiculous to have to explain the same thing five times, 

but suddenly, when I was the one taking the tests, I was stressed. I was anxious. I had questions. And if 

the person teaching answered those questions by rolling their eyes at me, I would never want to ask 

another question again. I feel a great deal more empathy for students after shadowing, and I realize that 

sarcasm, impatience, and annoyance are a way of creating a barrier between me and them. They do not 

help learning. 

 

 

If I could go back and change my classes now, I would immediately: 

 Dig deep into my personal experience as a parent, where I found wells of patience and love I 

never knew I had, and call upon them more often when dealing with students who have questions. 

Questions are an invitation to know a student better and create a bond with that student. We can 

open the door wider or shut if forever, and we may not even realize we have shut it. 

 I would make my personal goal of “no sarcasm” public and ask the students to hold me 

accountable for it. I could drop money into a jar for each slip and use it to treat the kids to pizza at 

the end of the year. In this way, I have both helped create a closer bond with them and shared a 

very real and personal example of goal-setting for them to use a model in their own thinking about 

goals. 

 I would structure every test or formal activity like the IB exams do – a five-minute reading period 

in which students can ask all their questions but no one can write until the reading period is 

finished. This is a simple solution I probably should have tried years ago that would head off a lot 

(thought, admittedly, not all) of the frustration I felt with constant, repetitive questions. 

 

I have a lot more respect and empathy for students after just one day of being one again. Teachers work 

hard, but I now think that conscientious students work harder. I worry about the messages we send them 

as they go to our classes and home to do our assigned work, and my hope is that more teachers who are 

able will try this shadowing and share their findings with each other and their administrations. This could 

lead to better “backwards design” from the student experience so that we have more engaged, alert, and 

balanced students sitting (or standing) in our classes. 

 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/wp/2014/10/24/teacher-spends-two-days-as-a-

student-and-is-shocked-at-what-she-learned/ 

 

 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/wp/2014/10/24/teacher-spends-two-days-as-a-student-and-is-shocked-at-what-she-learned/
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